WOOLWICH

Elegance in bronze and enamel: platforms at Woolwich

A TRANSFORMATIONAL
NEW STATION FOR
WOOLWICH ARSENAL
Woolwich station is one of ten major new
stations on the Elizabeth line. The new
station is built on the redevelopment site
at Royal Arsenal and will enable passengers
to travel all the way through to Paddington,
Heathrow or Reading in the west and Abbey
Wood in the east. Passengers will be able to
travel directly to Canary Wharf in 8 minutes,
Bond Street in 23 and Heathrow in 48 minutes. The new station will provide step-free
access from street-level to train.
The arrival of the Elizabeth line in Woolwich
is driving a major regeneration of the area
and is a key part of a new masterplan on the
Royal Arsenal site which includes 3,750 new
homes and new cultural, heritage, commercial and leisure quarters.
The urban realm masterplan for Woolwich
station presents a gateway green space,
firmly embedded into the existing Royal
Arsenal, and integrates the new Elizabeth
line station within the wider Woolwich Town
Centre context, extending the recent public
improvements of Beresford Market and
General Gordon Square, while respecting the
heritage context of the Royal Arsenal.
The station entrance opens out on to Dial
Arch Square, a green space, flanked with a
series of Grade I and II listed buildings.
An inviting and spacious space for
pedestrians has been established along
the generous station forecourt running the
length of the eastern side of the square.
This step-free public area is composed of
high-quality natural stone, alongside clear
and logical pedestrian routes. To complement
the station forecourt, a paved threshold to

the lawn of Dial Arch Square is established,
acting as a robust transition to the green
space, providing an area for seating,
signage and new tree planting.
The Elizabeth line station has taken some
of its design inspiration from the Royal
Arsenal, this is incorporated into the cast
bronze panels to the entrance portico.
A design around the entrance reflects the
rifling within the barrel of an artillery piece
known as the Woolwich System.
A minimalist, straightforward design will
provide entry into the station from a single
30-metre-wide bronze clad portal. Natural
light will enter through the main entrance
and ceiling into the ticket hall, whilst a
connection to daylight is present below
ground on the platforms.
Over the escalators a full height glazed wall
provides natural light and views through
the station. This feature enlivens the street,
particularly at night when the station lights
will contribute to the external lighting.
It also provides a strong visual connection
between Cannon Square to the east and
Dial Arch Square.
The area also includes a new heritage quarter
along with the Greenwich Heritage Centre
and Royal Artillery Museum, as well as
infrastructural developments such as retail
stores, restaurants and cafes, offices, hotels,
community centres and a cinema.
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Step-free from street to train
14 metres below ground
241 metre passenger platform length
56,000 passenger capacity per day
on the Elizabeth line at Woolwich
• Interchange: Docklands Light
Railway (DLR), National Rail
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Clients: Crossrail, Berkeley Homes
Architect: Weston Williamson
Engineer: Arup
Main contractor: Balfour Beatty
Urban realm: Gillespies / Atkins

WOOLWICH

Giant steel beams provide support for the station box

CO-OPERATION AND
COLLABORATION
The construction of the station at Woolwich
is one of the best examples of co-operation
between Crossrail, multiple contractors and
complementary projects. The station box was
dug by Berkeley Homes in 2012 as part of
their significant housing and retail
regeneration of the Royal Arsenal.
Located close to the water table, the site
for the station box consists of Thanet Sand,
which required continuous dewatering at
the time of construction. The station box
construction was meticulously planned to
meet the guidelines to avoid damage to the
English Heritage Grade II listed buildings
nearby.
The main construction of the 276 metre-long
box was carried out by Byrne Bros which
included the heavily reinforced deep concrete
sections for the base and roof slab of the
station box, and the podium transfer
superstructure.
The end result is a long box underground,
with a large block for ventilation and access
at the eastern end, and the main station
entrance at the western end.
In 2013, the station box was handed over to
Crossrail contractor Hochtief Murphy who
oversaw the arrival through the wall of the
box of the two tunnel boring machines,
Sophia and Mary, used to create the tunnels
from Plumstead to North Woolwich. Once
they were in the station box, Sophia and
Mary underwent planned maintenance
before they were relaunched to dig under the
River Thames to reach the Royal Docks.
The local chalk and flint geology meant the
giant machines had a much tougher job
chewing their way to Woolwich than was the

PAYING ELEGANT TRIBUTE
TO AN HISTORIC LOCATION
case in other areas, where an underground
environment of London Clay soils made the
going easier.
The tunnelling machines were different to
the machines that were used elsewhere.
Known as ‘slurry’ tunnel boring machines,
they were specially equipped to deal with
the chalk, flint and wet ground conditions in
southeast London.
As part of the tunnelling process, the
excavated soils were pumped out as liquid
slurry to a special site treatment plant at
Plumstead. The slurry was then separated
into sand, gravel, water and chalk. The chalk
came out in ‘cakes’ or slabs of filtered chalk
particles.
One feature of the Thames Tunnel project
was that only one tunnel boring machine
could be driven at any one time. This was due
to power and water constraints as well as
limitations on the extent of excavated
material that could be processed and
removed from site. Tunnelling machines
Sophia and Mary undertook four individual
tunnel drives between them – two between
Plumstead and the Woolwich station box;
and two beneath the Thames from Woolwich
box to North Woolwich Box. Prior to Sophia
reaching Woolwich Box, the machines had to
overpass the existing DLR tunnels at
Woolwich. At its closest point, the tunnels
run within 2 metres of the DLR tunnel.
Station fit-out was carried out by Balfour
Beatty, starting in 2014. Works included
designing, fitting-out and handing over the
works associated with the new Woolwich
station together with installing plant and
finishing works at the two portals where the
Elizabeth line trains will surface from either

end of the Thames Tunnel at North Woolwich
and Plumstead.
The site’s proximity to new housing projects,
many springing up in anticipation of the
Elizabeth line’s arrival, also added complexity.
Constant lines of communication about the
timing of deliveries, operation of cranes
and hours of working were needed between
multiple projects to ensure that everything
ran smoothly and impacts on local residents
were kept to a minimum.
Road closures were needed for the
operation in 2017 which swung the giant
precast concrete roof beams into the ticket
hall on a 1,000-tonne crane. In 2018 two
painstaking months of work were needed
to safety test and then install the glass roof
panels.
The result is a completed railway station
which provides an elegant facility for the
Elizabeth line which will continue to help
drive economic growth and the regeneration
of Woolwich.

The historic site of the Royal Arsenal in
Woolwich was once a walled off private
world that saw the manufacture of guns
and explosives, munitions testing, a military
academy and the production of medals and
other civilian goods.
The station which has been built to serve the
area contains many subtle references to that
long military history. The minimalist,
brick-built external station structure reflects
the brickwork of the Woolwich Arsenal
buildings, many of which have now been
repurposed to provide housing in the area.
Linking the station to its remarkable history,
two major facades depict a contemporary
representation of the bronze memorial
plaques which were minted on site during
WWI.

The pillars in the station concourse below
ground have a tiled motif in the colours of
the Royal Engineers and Royal Artillery, both
regiments which were originally based on the
Arsenal site.
Fundamental to Woolwich station’s
success was Crossrail’s decision to engage
key stakeholders early in the scheme,
allowing us help maximise the use of the
area for the masterplan.
Crossrail achieved this by minimising the
box structure, reducing plant areas, raising
rail levels and relocating the station
entrance. This resulted in a cost-effective
construction package which allowed for an
entirely new development above the station.

The black steel cladding which make up the
facades incorporate images of Britannia and
the Lion which had originally featured on
the bronze plaques. The 'Dead Man's Penny',
as they came to be known, were ceremonial
coins given to the families of soldiers who
gave their lives in the Great War. Over 1
million of these plaques were cast at the
Royal Arsenal.
The striking cladding on the single
30 metre-wide facade incorporating over 350
cast bronze panels, each two metres wide
and weighing more than 80kg, is a design
nod to the cannons which were cast on
the Arsenal site. They express an exploded
‘Woolwich rifling’ motif, which was developed
on site in 1865. The panels are manufactured
with the same authentic techniques used at
the Royal Arsenal site during the War.

External cladding pays tribute to the history of the Woolwich Arsenal

